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FURTHER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DECOMPOSITION 
THEORIES AND TOPOLOGIES 
MICHAEL GEMIGNANI 
In [I] the notion of a decomposition theory was introduced as an abstrac­
tion of the family of ordered pairs (A, s#) in the context of a topological 
space X, where A is any subset of X and s/ is a partition of X — A into 
relatively open sets. In [1] a " n a t u r a l " topology was associated with each 
decomposition theory, while any topology gives rise to two decomposition 
theories; however, it was shown that if one goes from a topology to a related 
decomposition theory, and thence from that decomposition theory to its 
related topology, the resulting topology may not be related even by, inclusion 
in one direction to the original topology. This, in turn, leads to the conclusion 
that decomposition theories and topologies are not dual concepts, nor are 
they ,,equivalent" notions, at least if one adheres to the definitions presented 
in [1]. The purpose of the present paper is to inquire more deeply into the 
relationship between topologies and decomposition theories. During the 
course of this discussion a new topology will be associated with a decomposition 
theory which, at least in the presence of a weak separation property, does 
allow vis to speak of a virtual equivalence between a topology and the related 
decomposition theory. 
As in [I], for any topology x we let AT denote its associated decomposition 
theory (allowing for infinite partitions), and for any decomposition theory A, 
Tj will denote the topology derived from A as defined in []]. Generally, the 
terminology concerning decomposition theories is that of []]. 
We begin by discussing two basic separation properties. 
Proposition 1: If A is a decomposition theory on a set X such that for any 
two distinct points x and y of X there is an irreducible element (A, stf) of A with x 
and y contained in different members of s/, then x& isT^. 
P r o o f : If (A, stf) is irreducible, then each member of stf is also a membe: 
of xA. 
Proposition 2: // X, x is a T^ topological space and x and y are distinct ele­
ments of X, then there is an irreducible element (A, s#) eAT such that x and y 
are in different members of stf. 
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Proof : Since x -7-= y, there are disjoint open sets U and V with x e U 
-and y e F . Then ( X - ( U U V ) , {U, V})eAr and X - (UvV) is closed. 
Therefore by Proposition 4 of [1], there is an irreducible element (A, stf) 
oiAT such that (X — (UuV), {U, V}) ^ (A, s/); and (A, s/) has the desired 
property. 
Because of Propositions 1 and 2, the following definition is appropriate . 
Definition 1: A decomposition theory A on a set X is said to be T2 if given 
any two distinct elements x and y of X, there is an irreducible element (A, stf) 
of A such that x and y are contained in different members of stf. 
We now consider the property of being T\. The proofs of the following 
proposition and its corollary are immediate. 
Proposition 3: A topological space X, r is T\ if and only if every two point 
subset of X is disconnected. 
Corollary: If X, r is T\, then (X — {x, y}, {{x}, {y}}) eAT for each x,y e X. 
Proposition 4: If a decomposition theory A on a set X has the property that 
(X — {x, y}, {{x}, {y}}) e A for each x, y e X, then rA is T\. 
P r o o f : Suppose x and y are distinct points of X. Then 
x e Ux = U{V|o; e V, V e stf, (X - {x, y}, {{x}, {y}}) ^ (A, stf)}, 
t u t y$Ux. Since UxerA, XA is T\. 
Propositions 3 and 4 lead to the following definition. 
Definition 2: A decomposition theory A on a set X is T\ if (X — {x, y}, {{x}, 
{y}}) G A for each x, yeX. 
The decomposition theoretic analog for continuity is given in the next 
definition. 
Definition 3: A function f : X, A -> Y, A' is continuous if for each (A, stf) e 
<=A'9 (f-i(A), f-i(stf))eA, where f~i(stf) = {f-*(U)\U e si?}. 
The following proposition follows immediately from Definition 3 and the 
definition of Ar. 
Proposition 5: If f: X, r->Y, r' is continuous, then f: X, zlT-> Y, AT', 
is continuous. 
Nevertheless, it is not generally true that if / : X, A -> Y, A' is continuous, 
then / : X, rA-> Y, rA> is also continuous. 
E x a m p l e 1: Let X = Y = B, the set of real numbers. Let A be the 
decomposition theory generated by (f—2,2], {(—00, —2), (2, 00)}) and ([—1, 1], 
{(—00, —1), (1, 00)}), and A' be the decomposition theory generated by 
([—2,2], {(—oo,—2), (2,oo)}). Then rA contains (—co, —1) and (1, 00), 
but not (—00, —2) or (2, 00), while rA' does contain these latter two sets. 
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Therefore if / : X, A -> Y, A' is the identity function, then / is continuous, 
but / : X, %A -> Y, %A' is not continuous. 
Most of the standard theorems concerning topological continuity have 
decomposition theoretic analogs; we now prove several of these. 
Definition 4: A subset J> of a decomposition theory A is said to be a basis for 
A if Af = A. 
Definition 5: Suppose that A is a decomposition theory on a set X and Sf <= A. 
We say that (B, 33) e A is directly derivable from Sf if a) 38 = {X — B}; or 
b) there is (B, 33±) e S? such that 38\ refines 38, or c) there are (A\, s/i), (A2, s/2) e 
G <¥> such that (B, 33) = (Ax U A2,s/±n s/2). 
Lemma 1: If f: X, A -> Y, A' and Sf <= A', and for each (A, s/) e Sf, 
(f~x(A), f~^(s/))eA, then if (B,33) is directly derivable from Sf, then (f~x(B), 
^(33)) e A. 
Proof : If 33 = {X — B}, then the statement is trivial. If there is (B, 33i) e 
eSf such that 33± refines 33, then (f~^(B), f-^i)) refines (f-i(B),f~i(33)), 
which implies that (f-x(B), f~x(33)) eA. Suppose now that there are (A±9 s/i), 
(A2, s/2) e Sf such that (B, 33) = (Ax U A2, s/i n s/2). Then since (/"M^i) U 
u/ - iCA 2 ) , f-i(s/!) nf-i(s/2)) = ( / - i (^! u A2), f-Hs/x n s/2)) = (/-MS), 
/ - i (33)), we have (f-i(B), f^(38))tA. 
Lemma 2: Suppose that J is a basis for A and set S?o = <A and Sfn+i = 
= {(A, s/) eA\(A, s/) is directly derivable from Sfn}, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . 
00 
Then A = \J Sfn. 
n=0 
00 00 
Proof : Evidently ( J Sfn <-= Aj = A. Since ( J Sfn is itself a decomposi-
ng n=0 
00 
tion theory which contains J', A c- | J Sfn which completes the proof. 
n=0 
The following proposition follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Proposition 5: If f: X, A -> Y, A' and J is a basis for Ar, and if (f~l(A), 
f~l(s/)) is an element of A for each (A, s/) e / 5 then f is continuous. 
Definition 6: Let A be a decomposition theory on a set X and Y be a subset 
of X. Then AY, the decomposition theory induced on Y by A, is defined by AY = 
= {(AnY, s/ n Y)\(A, s/)eA}, where s/ n Y = {U n Y\Ues/}. 
The following proposition is immediately evident. 
Proposition 6: If I c I and j : Y, AY -> X, A is injection, then j is con-
tinuous. 
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Definition 7: Let {Xi,At}, iel, be a family of decomposition spaces and 
pi :\iXi -> Xi be the projection into the ith component. Set J = {(p]l(A), 
p^(s/)\(A, s$) e Ai, iel}. The product decomposition theory on X4X4 is that 
which is generated by J'. 
The following proposition is now obvious. 
Proposition 7: The product decomposition theory is the coarsest decomposition 
theory on the product set which makes projections continuous. 
Proposition 8: If f: X, A -> Y, A' and g : Y, A' -> IV, A" are continuousy 
then g°f: X,A->W, A" is also continuous. 
Proposition 9: Let {Si, Ai}, i el, be a family of decomposition spaces and 
A' be the product decomposition theory on XiSt. Suppose f: X, A->XiSiy 
A', and let fi = pt
 cf for each i e I. Then f is continuous if and only if each ft 
is continuous. 
Proof : If / is contimious, then each fi is continuous by Propositions 7 
and 8. Suppose that each/j is continuous and (A, stf) is a basis element of A'. 
Then (A,s/) = (pf(B), p]\@)) for some (B, @) eAj. Therefore ( / - l o P / (£ )> 
f-lop]1(&)) = (fi1(B), fj\^))eA' by the continuity o f / , . Therefore / is 
continuous by Proposition to. 
Definition 8: A function f: X, A -> Y, A' is said to be a homeomorphism 
if f is one-one, onto, and bicontinuous. 
The proofs of the following lemmas and their consequent proposition 
are straightforward and parallel the topological analogs. 
Lemma 3: If J is a basis for A and Y <= X, then J c\Y = {(A n Y, s/ n 
n Y)\(A, s/) eA} is a basis for AY. 
Lemma 4: If f: X, A -> Y, A' is continuous and W <-= X, then f\W : Wy 
Aw^Y, A' is continuous. 
Proposition 10: Let {Si, Ai}, iel, be a family of decomposition spaces, 
j e I, and Xi e Si, i #= j . Set Y = Xi IV*, where Wi = {xi}, i =}= j , and IV; = 
= Sj. Then h:Sj, Aj->Y, AY is a homeomorphism. 
Even though most of the analogs of theorems concerning topological con-
tinuity are true for decomposition theories, Example 1 indicates that we 
do not have a strict correspondence between topologies and decomposition 
theories, at least we do not have such a correspondence if we associate a topo-
logy with a decomposition theory in the manner prescribed in [1]. The dis-
cussion which follows shows that there is another way though by which 
a topology can be associated with a decomposition theory by which topologies 
and decomposition theories are more closely related. 
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Definition 9: If x e X, A <= X, and U and V are subsets of X, we say that x 
and A are (U, V)-separated if x e U, i c V, and U n V = 0. 
Definition 10: Let X, A be a decomposition space. For A <= X define C10 = 
— 0, and C\A = {x e X| x cannot be (U, V)-separated from A for any U and V 
contained in 33 for any (B, 3$) e A} if A =f= 0. 
Proposition 11: CI as defined above is a closure operator for a topology on X; 
we denote this topology by f j . 
P roof : Clearly, C10 = 0 and A <= CM; also C\A c Cl(CM). If y $ C\A, 
then y can be (U, V)-separated from A with y e U, A c V and U and V 
both members of 33 for some (B,33) GA. This, in turn, implies that CL4 <= V 
and ?/ is (U, V)-separated from CM; thus, y $ C\(C\A). Hence CM = C1(CL4). 
Now since S c: T means C\S <= C1T for any subsets $ and T of X, it follows 
that C\A U Cli? c Cl(^l U i?) for any subsets .4 and 5 of X . But if x can be 
separated from A U B, then a; can be separated from both A and B; hence 
C\(A UB) c CM U C15. Therefore Cl(.4 U 5 ) = CM U C15 This completes 
the proof that CI is a closure operator for a topology on X . 
Definition 11: Let X, A be a decomposition space; set g(A) = {x e X — A\ 
x cannot be (U, V)-separated from A for U, V e 33 for some*(B, 33) e A}. 
Then CM = A U g(A) and the following proposition is trivially true . 
Proposition 12: If X, A is a decomposition space and A <= X, then CM = A 
if and only if g(A) = 0, 
The following proposition tells us that for a topological space X, r, fjT 
is generally more closely related to r than is TJT . 
Proposition 13: If X, r is a T\ topological space, then W <-= X is r-closed 
if and only if g(W) = 0, where g(W) is computed with respect to Ar. Therefore 
if X, r is T\, then fAx = r. 
Proof : Assume first that IV is r-closed and x<£W. Then {X — {IV U 
U{x}}, {IV, {x}}) is a member of Ar which shows that x^g(W). Therefore 
<7(IF)=0 . 
Ne:\t suppose that g(W) = $ and x <£ W; we will show that x has a neigh-
borhood in X — IV. There exists (B, 33) e AT such that xeU, W cz V, and 
U * V, for certain U, V e # . Then U = U' r\ (X - B) and V = V' n 
n (X — B), where U' and V' are members of r. Therefore since U' n IV = 0, 
r r is a neighborhood of a; which is contained in X — IV. 
The author originally believed that TJ was the coarsest topology for which 
A c: ATA. The next propositions show that this is not generally the case. 
Proposition 14: For any decomposition space X, A, TA C TJ . 
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P r o o f : Suppose that TV is fj-closed and x<£W. Then there is (A, si) ~A, 
U, V e r f , U =t= V, such that x and TV are (U, V)-separated. We may there-
fore use U to obtain a subbasic element of TJ which does not meet TV. This, 
in turn, implies that x has a %A-neighborhood in X — TV; hence TV is TJ-clo-
sed. 
Proposition 15: If A is a decomposition theory on X, then A c f j T . 
P r o o f : Suppose that (A,s#) EA; we must show that if Uestf, then U 
is relatively open in X — A with respect to f j T . Set H = U{V e s/\ U =\= V}. 
Then C1H <= X — U; hence X — C1H contains U n (X — A), where the 
closure is taken in f j . Therefore U is relatively open in X — A. 
The next proposition is further evidence that fA is a better topology to 
associate with a decomposition theory than is TJ . 
Proposition 16: If f : X, A -> Y, A' is continuous, then so is f: X, fj —> Y, 
?A'- (Cf. Example 1 and the discussion preceding it.) 
P roo f : Suppose that F is a Tj'-closed subset of Y and x^f~x(F) c: X. 
We may use some member (A, s#) of A' to separate f(x) and F. But we may 
then use (/-1(^4), f~Y(si))~A to separate x and /_1(.F), which implies that 
/_1(F) is closed and, therefore, that / is continuous. 
From Propositions 13 and 14 we have: 
Proposition 17: If X, r is a T\ topological space, then x = TAT
 C TJT . 
We conclude with an example of a T\ topological space for which TJT =|= 
4= f j T . 
E x a m p l e 2: Let R be the set of real numbers and let T consist of all comple-
ments of finite subsets of R, 0, and ( - c o , 0) Then fjT = T, but TJT consists 
only of 0 and the complements of finite subsets of R. 
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